
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

___________________________ all the time?1. (why/she/past/fret/?)Why did she have to fret

There was plenty of daylight by that time, so that they
________________________ their way about.
2.

(past/not/grope)did not have to grope

It was a long chase, and I ____________ very careful to keep a long way in
the background, and yet not lose sight of the woman.
3.

(past/be)
had to be

That is the way all boys _________________.4. (get on)have to get on

I don't like to do this, but I _____________ it because my testimony will not
be taken if I am not an expert.
5.

(do)
have to do

This was unfortunate, for we _______________ our course in order not to
be seen.
6.

(past/alter)
had to alter

___________________________________________________?7.
(what/his illustrious relatives/would/say/?)

What would his illustrious relatives have to say

Fortunately I ________________________ on my heels altogether, to
escape being bitten by his fangs.
8.

(past/not/depend)
didn't have to depend

He had a great deal to tell us, as we ______________ him.9. (past/tell)had to tell

The illness we _________________, cannot be vanquished in one night.10.
(combat)

have to combat

Old Tom can say things in five minutes that you
______________________ by heart to remember the rest of your life.
11.

(not/learn)
don't have to learn

However, she evidently supposed it had; and when next Guy came to the
Rectory Pauline whispered to him they could go for a walk if they
_____________________ through Wychford.

12.

(past/not/go)did not have to go

She _________________________________.13. (would/write/and/refuse)would have to write and refuse
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He _______________ again and again before awakening Nancy.14.
(past/knock)

had to knock

He _________________ himself with eating these, though they set his
teeth on edge.
15.

(past/content)
had to content

Anyway, they ______________________ us so, because we admit it.16.
(past/not/tell)

didn't have to tell

He _____________ a debt, the next day, of six thousand crowns!17.
(past/pay)

had to pay

Of this, indeed, the king _______________________ long for a proof.18.
(past/not/wait)

did not have to wait

I _____________________ all present again.19. (should/see)should have to see

Moreover, how could these impossibly small beings have vocal organs,
and ______________________________?
20.

(what/they/would/say/?)what would they have to say
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